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Deloitte CIS presents Ulyanovsk Region in South Korea

Moscow, Russia, 3 March 2016. Deloitte CIS presented a number of investment projects developed in Ulyanovsk Region to Korean companies as part of Ulyanovsk Region's business mission to South Korea.

A delegation from Deloitte CIS presented projects on technological entrepreneurship and infrastructural development in Ulyanovsk Region to representatives of Solacia Inc (Hansol Group) and HYUNDAI Engineering & Construction in Seoul.

The Korean companies expressed a keen interest in the SANTOR: City of Education and Technological Entrepreneurship project and Ulyanovsk Port Special Economic Zone, recognising a long-term investment potential for technology and construction companies.

The possibility of introducing the ‘e-Campus” technology solution was discussed at the meeting with Solacia representatives. Based on the SANTOR project, this solution enables students, teachers and other employees to have both plastic and mobile/electronic versions of their identification card that provides access to student canteens, libraries and transportation. This card will also be valid for making payments.
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